Metastable solid solutions of Fe and Cu, which are immiscible in equilibrium, have been formed using high-energy ball milling of elemental powder mixtures. Single-phase face-centered-cubic (fee) solid solution was obtained for 0 <x<60, and body-entered-cubic (bee) solid solution for 75(x < 100. The transition from fee to bee occurred near x=70, where a mixture of fee and bee phases was obtained. The enthalpy of transformation to equilibrium was measured using differential scanning calorimetry. The average atomic volume of the phases exhibits a positive deviation from Vega&s law, in qualitative agreement with the large positive enthalpy of mixing in this system. The magnetic moments and Curie temperatures for the metastable solid solutions have been determined and compared with those reported for Fe-Cu alloys formed by vapor deposition. Calculations of the formation enthalpy (AH) and free energy (AG) have been performed based on CALPHAD data, with corrections based on our magnetization measurements. The calculated AG results are used to explain the observed fee-bee transition under polymorphous constraints.
I. INTRODUCTION
Metastable alloys offer a variety of new properties and applications. There has been long-standing interest in new preparation techniques and novel properties of nonequilibrium alloys. ' A number of studies have been carried out in the Fe-Cu system, 24 which has negligi ble mutual solid solubility in equilibrium at temperatures below 700 oC.7 The primary aims have been to investigate the possibility of forming metastable phases in such a system with large positive enthalpy of mixing (AHmix= + 13 kJ/mol for Fe&u,,, according to the Miedema model') and to study the alloying effect on the magnetism of transition metals. Metastable solid solutions have been produced successfully by vapor depositior? and by ion beam mixing5 in this system. In recent years, mechanical alloying has emerged as an alternative technique of producing metastable alloys. ' It has the advantages of low-temperature processing, easy control of compositions, and the production of relatively large amount of samples. These greatly facilitate the characterization and application of the resulting metastable alloys. It is therefore of interest to exploit this alternative technique to synthesize and characterize nonequilibrium alloys in the Fe-Cu system.
The objectives of the present article are twofold. First, we show that high-energy ball milling of elemental powders can be used to alloy the immiscible iron and copper to form metastable solid solutions. We compare the structural and magnetic properties of these metastable solutions with those of the same alloys formed by vapor deposition and explore possible property differences associated with the preparation technique. The second objective, which is the ' IPresent address: Mechanical Engineering Department, LSU, Baton Rouge, LA 70803.
emphasis of this article, is to characterize the thermodynamic functions of metastable Fe-Cu solid solutions. Such a characterization, which is of primary importance to understanding the formation and stability of these nonequilibrium solid solutions, has not been reported so far, although considerable work exists for equilibrium phases in this system. We will present and compare the results from both experiments and calculations. The calorimetric measurement of transformation enthalpies is possible due to the easy preparation of relatively large quantity of metastable solutions by mechanical alloying. Our measurements of magnetic properties allows the incorporation of magnetic contributions to the thermodynamic functions. The calorimetric data will be compared with model calculations.
II. EXPERIMENTS
Mechanical alloying was performed using a SPEX 8000 laboratory miller/mixer. 8 g of commercial Fe ( -325 mesh, 99.9% purity) and Cu (-100 mesh, 99.9% purity) powder mixture and hardened stainless-steel balls were loaded in Ar atmosphere into a hardened stainlesssteel vial at a ball to powder weight ratio of 4:l. The powder blends had overall compositions Fe.$ulOO-x, with x (in at. %) ranging from 0 to 100. The milling duration varied from 12 to 40 h, with typical runs lasting 20 h. The vial temperature was maintained at approximately 35 "C! using a cooling fan. The milled samples were analyzed using x-ray diffraction (XRD) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) in a Perkin Elmer DSC-7 calorimeter. DSC samples were sealed in Au pans to allow temperature excursions to 730 "C!. The baseline was determined by repeating each run without disturbing the sample, and subtracted from the signal recorded during the original run. Magnetization measurements were performed using two instruments: (1) a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID), Quantum Design MPMS, was used below 55 "C, and (2) a Princeton Applied Research Model 155 vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) was used in conjunction with (i) a 9 T superconducting magnet at room temperature and below and (ii) 1.9 electromagnet above room temperature.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Phase transformation
As an example, Fig. 1 (a) shows an XRD pattern for a ball-milled Fe,&um sample. The pattern suggests that only one face-centered-cubic (fee) phase is present. All the fee diffraction peaks in the pattern are slightly displaced from their positions for elemental Cu. The body-centeredcubic (bee) Fe diffraction peaks, which were prominent in the XRD pattern for the Fe&Zu~ powder mixture before ball milling, have disappeared. These indicate alloying of Fe and Cu, forming a single fee solid solution. The small shifts in fee peak positions upon alloying are consistent with the similar atomic sizes of Fe and Cu. Further proof of alloying is provided by the measured magnetic properties presented in the next section. The equilibrium Fe-Cu phase diagram predicts negligible metal solid solubility at temperatures below 700 OC.' After annealing the ballmilled sample in DSC to 600 "C!, Bragg peaks corresponding to the nearly pure elemental fee and bee terminal phases become evident in the x-ray diffraction pattern of Fig. 1 (b) , indicating that the single fee phase obtained after milling has transformed back to equilibrium. This phase transformation is accompanied by a heat release over a broad temperature range from about 300 to 500 "C, as shown in the DSC trace of Fig. 2 . Since the entropic contribution to the free energy is relatively small (see below), this exothermic transformation is consistent with the notion that the as-milled sample is in a metastable state with respect to terminal Fe and Cu. Single-phase metastable Fe,Culo-,-, solid solutions were also obtained for other compositions after 20-40 h of ball milling. The product phase was fee for Ogx<60, and bee for 75<x< 100. For 65~ < 75, both the fee and the bee phases were present. Similar results have been obtained in this system by various authors in recent years. Sumiyama and Nakamura, using rf sputtering, produced films of Fe-Cu solid solutions, with fee structure for O<x<40, bee for 6O<x< 100, and a mixture of fee and bee for the central composition range, ~=40-60.~ Chien et al. prepared films of solid solutions using magnetron dc sputtering, and observed fee solid solutions for O<x<60 and bee for 75 <x<lOO, with both phases observed for ~=60-75.~ There have also been attempts to form Fe-Cu solid solutions using mechanical alloying. Shingu et al. used a low-energy ball milling technique and obtained Fe-Cu solid solutions after 400 h: fee for O<x < 60, and bee for ~270.~ Recently, in an independent study of the Fe-Cu system using highenergy ball milling, E?ckert et al. lo found fee solution with x up to 60, and bee with x280. A coexistence region was observed in the range of 60 <x < 80. Our observations (fee forx<60, bee for x275, two-phase mixture for x=60-75) agree well with these findings.
In Fig. 3 , we show a plot of the average atomic volume of the solution phase, calculated from the lattice parameters determined from the x-ray diffraction data, as a function of composition. An obvious positive deviation from Vegard's law for ideal solutions," up to about 2%, is observed. This is qualitatively consistent with the large positive enthalpy of mixing of this alloy system (see below). l1 The lattice parameters of the bee alloys are similar to those observed previously by various authors for vapor-deposited bee films,2A while those for the fee alloys are apparently larger for our ball-milled samples than for deposited films. Again, our lattice parameter data agree particularly well with those for high-energy ball-milled alloys obtained by E?ckert et al. " Those observed by Shingu et al. are also similar. The observed continuous and monotonic change of the lattice parameters as a function of composition provides additional evidence that the ball-milled solid solutions consist of a single phase. Deviation from the overall nominal composition is possible and difficult to measure quantitatively, but is unlikely to be very significant. This point will be further discussed in Sec. III B in the context of magnetic properties. We determined the enthalpy of formation of the metastable solutions by integrating the heat release measured during heating of the as-milled powders in the DSC at 20 "Urnin to 600-730 "C!. X-ray diffraction confirmed that the metastable alloys transformed back to equilibrium, i.e., terminal Fe and 0.1 phases, during this process [e.g., see These transformation enthalpy data are in excellent quantitative agreement with those of Eckert et al.," who measured the same quantity by heating the samples in DSC to 600 "C. Although this latter temperature is not sufficiently high for some compositions for a complete transformation to take place, the heat release above 600 "C is only a small portion of that of the entire transformation process. The fact that our measured lattice parameters and transformation enthalpies (Figs. 3 and 4) are in good agreement with the results of a parallel ball milling study of the Fe-Cu system by Eckert et al. lo suggests good reproducibility of these metastable alloys and their properties by high-energy ball milling. We may therefore refer to Ref. 10 for additional information on ball-milled Fe-Cu that are not obtained in this study. For example, using transmission electron microscopy and electron diffraction, Eckert et al. confirmed the formation of single-phase solid solutions. They also carried out a detailed characterization of the grain size and lattice strain as a function of composition and ball-milling duration. In this article, we will concentrate on the two main contributions of this work: (i) measurements of the magnetic properties of these solid solutions, and (ii) the calculation of the thermodynamic functions of these phases, incorporating magnetic contributions, to compare with experimental results and to explain the observed fee-bee transition.
B. Magnetic measurements
Magnetic properties of vapor-deposited metastable Fe-Cu alloys have been the subject of several previous publications.2A Most of the Fe-Cu alloys we obtained by ball milling also appeared to be ferromagnetic at room temperature. We have measured the saturation magnetization of the alloys and the Curie temperature, T,, to compare with results for deposited films. The saturation magnetization was measured at 10 K in a field of 55 kG. The Curie temperatures, T,, for the deposited bee and fee solid solutions have been determined by Sumiyama and Nakamura3 and by Chien et al4 However, since the lattice parameters they report for the fee solutions differ from those in the present study, we have carried out a systematic measurement of the Curie temperatures of the ball-milled fee solid solutions. Figure 6 displays measured magnetic moment, a, in units of emu/g ( 1 emu= 1.078 X 102' ,ug), of ball-milled FeXCuloo-X (x=20,30,40,50) powders as a function of temperature. It is seen that the magnetization of the fee phase drops with increasing temperature in a fashion consistent with that of ferromagnets. The Curie temperatures T, have been rigorously determined for these compositions using plots of 02 vs H/a at each temperature (Arrot plots). I2 This standard technique relies on the linearity of 2 vs H/o at large applied fields. At T = T, , linear extrapolation of the high-field response to H/o=0 passes through the origin. The increase of magnetization seen at higher temperatures is indicative of the decomposition of the fee solid solution into nearly pure fee Cu and bee Fe (T,= 1043 K). For solutions with x>60, we did not attempt to-determine T, because it becomes significantly higher than the temperature at which phase decomposition is observed to begin (typically around 500 K for low heating rates). The measured T, values for our fee solutions are shown as a function of Fe concentration in Fig. 7 , together with the results reported for vapor-deposited fee and bee film~.~*~ For the fee solutions, the magnitudes of the Curie temperatures for ball-milled powder are systematically higher than those for deposited films. As mentioned above, a difference in lattice parameters has also been noticed for fee solutions prepared by the two different methods.
The measured magnetic properties provide additional evidence that alloying Fe and Cu has indeed taken place during the ball milling process. As can be seen in Fig.  6 , T, values measured for several alloys are much lower than that for pure bee Fe (T,= 1043 K). The magnetic moment, cr, drops down close to zero near T,, indicating that residual pure bee Fe cannot be present at concentrations higher than a few percent. It is also unlikely that pure Fe is present in the fee structure, because pure fee Fe and Cu would not exhibit the magnetic moment shown in Fig.  5 . An fee phase is magnetic only wheri Fe and Cu are alloyed. However, it is difficult to determine the small-scale compositional uniformity in these milled Fe-Cu alloys. Although smooth and continuous change of lattice parameter as a function of the overall composition (Fig. 3) is observed, some distribution of composition in the final milling product cannot be ruled out. In fact, at low temperature c~ seems to decrease rather steeply with temperature. This could be explained as resulting from distributions of Curie temperatures due to residual compositional heterogeneity in the powders after milling.
C. Thermodynamic functions
Calculation of thermodynamic functions of metastable alloys has been a very difficult problem, especially in a magnetic system. In recent years, the semi-empirical CALPHAD method,13 which had been applied successfully to equilibrium alloys, had been extended to metastable regimes. CALPHAD uses analytical eXpreSSiOnS, fit to experi-mental equilibrium data, to describe the enthalpy and free energy of various phases in a binary system. In the general formalism, the free energy of a certain phase in a binary system is usually assumed to be described by G=G~x~+G2x,f-RT(x~Inxl+xzlnx2>+G,,,
where G1 and G2 are the free energies for the pure elements, x1 and x2, the molar fraction of the components, T the absolute temperature, and GeX the excess free energy of mixing. Gt and GZ are described by polynomials in T, and GeX, by polynomials in x and T. These polynomials are derived from models, with coefficients obtained from numerical fits to known equilibrium data. The enthalpy and entropy functions (Hand S, respectively) can be obtained by taking appropriate derivatives with respect to T (see below). In many cases, polynomials are derived and given for AG, the free energy difference between the phase in question and the reference phase(s). These polynomials are sometime taken to be first order in T, in which case M and AS are assumed to be independent of T and are then easily determined from AG. For metastable phases, extrapolations of these expressions, determined for the equilibrium phases, are used as a first approximation. This methodology will be adopted in this article. Although CALPHAD is mostly empirical, we believe that its application in this case is worthwhile because (i) it is known that CALPHAD can provide useful information on the thermodynamic functions for metastable alloys; (ii) it has not been tested experimentally for metastable Fe-Cu solid solutions, and (iii) we are not aware of published first-principle total energy calculations, or other reliable calculations, for Fe-Cu alloys. CALPJXAD fitting for equilibrium Fe-Cu phases has been performed by a number of authors. '"l' We chose to use the most recent of these, the work published by Chuang et al., 19 since it has been shown to yield satisfactory agreement with the experimental phase diagram, and more importantly, since it has given analytic formulations of the magnetic contributions to the thermodynamic functions. We will fist discuss the enthalpy of formation, AH, because a direct comparison can be made with experimental data. In the next paragraph, we will show that M can be approximated by the transformation enthalpy data directly measured in our experiments (Fig. 4) . Our experimental M data for the metastable phases (Fig. 4) supply new input to evaluate the model calculations in the metastable regime.
As mentioned above, the transformations of milled powders back to equilibrium were completed in the DSC at temperatures < 700 "C. At such temperatures, the resulting equilibrium terminal phases have negligible solubility. Therefore, the measured transformation enthalpy closely approximates the enthalpy of formation from the elements, AL?. Qualitatively, the measured AH values are positive, in agreement with the immiscibility of the binary system. However, these values include the energy stored in the crystals due to cold work during milling. During heating in the PSC, this stored energy is released mainly through grain growth and strain relief, the magnitude of which can be estimated as follows: from Fig. 4 , it is seen that approximately 1 kJ/mol has been stored in pure Fe or Cu. The grain sizes of the solutions are similar to those of the pure elements Fe and Cu ( 10-20 nm) .I0 The energy release due to grain growth is thus likely to be comparable to that for the pure elements, on the order of < 1 kJ/mol. The maximum rms strain observed for Fe-Cu solutions was reported to be about 0.3%." Such a strain level is relatively low compared with other ball-milled alloys (up to 3%).20 The strain energy contribution, U, can be estimated using u= Y/2(&,2' where Y is Young's modulus and (e2)l12 is the rms strain. For typical values of Y < 200x lo9 N/m2 (e.g., for Cu, Y is about 130 GN/m2),21 an rms strain of 0.3% would only give an enthalpy of less than 0.01 kJ/ mol. One concludes that the strain energy introduced by mechanical deformation is insignificant in the Fe-Cu case (note that strain energy will be on the order of 1 kJ/mol in other systems in which a rms strain of a few percent is observed). The above considerations of the grain boundary and strain energy contributions lead us to conclude that the stored energy in all the Fe-Cu alloys is likely to be close to the value of 1 kJ/mol observed for pure elements Fe and Cu. The error in AH due to cold work is therefore relatively small compared with the magnitude of AH ( 13 kJ/ mol for x=50), and will also be shown to be minor in our comparison with the CALPHAD extrapolations (see below), which contain relatively large error.
In Fig. 4 , we have shown the calculated AZ9 vs x curves at 350 K for the liquid (solid curve), as well as for the paramagnetic fee and bee solutions (dashed curves). These curves have been calculated using direct extrapolation in composition and temperature of the CALPHAD expressions of Chuang et al. for nonmagnetic solid solutions.'9y22 These calculated curves can be compared with experimental AH data (circles) shown in the same figure. It is apparent that both calculated curves for paramagnetic fee and bee solid solutions are appreciably higher than the experimental data. However, it is well known that bee Fe is ferromagnetic at room temperature, and in fact, most of the solutions we obtained are magnetic (Fig. 7) . Therefore, the magnetic contribution to m needs to be taken into account in order to obtain a meaningful comparison. In the original work of Chuang et aL,19p22 a magnetic term is an indispensable addition to the CALPHAD calculation in order to properly describe magnetic bee Fe and the corresponding terminal solution at low temperatures.
Chuang et al. determined the expression for the magnetic contribution to the thermodynamic functions by first deducing an analytic expression for the magnetic specific heat. The tabulated experimental specific heat was considered to be a combination of the lattice (including the correction due to the dilation of the lattice), electron, and magnetic contributions. The lirst two contributions, calculated using established models, were subtracted from the experimental specific heat to give the "experimental" magnetic specific heat. An empirical mathematical expression (see next paragraph) was then proposed to describe the magnetic specific heat, and the parameters in this equation were determined from a constrained least-squares fit to the experimental magnetic specific heat data. This analytic expression was then used to calculate magnetic entropy, enthalpy, and Gibbs free energy. The magnetic contribution was added to the CALPHAD expressions for nonmagnetic phases, to yield thermodynamic functions and a phase diagram. These calculations were found to yield excellent agreement with experimental equilibrium data for both pure magnetic elements (Fe, Ni, Co) and for Fe-Cu equilibrium alloys. Based on their calculations, Chuang et al. pointed out that had Fe not been magnetic, the fee state would be the ground state. In other words, it is the subtle magnetic effects that shift the ground state of Fe from fee to bee.
Chuang et al. expressed the magnetic contribution to AH and AG as a function of the magnetic moment and the Curie temperature, the two quantities measured in our experiments (Figs. 5-7) . For the Fe&,-, alloy with saturation magnetization Q and Curie temperature T,, the magnetic contribution to AG at temperature T, i.e., the free-energy difference between the completely paramagnetic state (cpm) and the equilibrium magnetic state (eqm), was expressed as19P22
(T<T,h
where kP=2.28R[0.96+ (1 -x)]ln[a+ l] with S in ps/atom, kf= 1.28k,, R the gas constant, p= 1 for bee, and p=2 for fee. For details of the formulation of AEP"~*, the readers are referred to Refs. 19 and 22. Based on Eqs. (2) ,19V22 we have also derived expressions for the magnetic entropy and enthalpy using aAQP*-eq* App*-q*= _ ar and
~p*-eq*=A~p*-eq*_tT~p*-eq*.
We obtain for the magnetic contribution to AH
Afp*-eq*= I (l-t-8~) k T -kfTc
Fe-Cy In our calculations, we have applied Chuang's magnetic terms, because (i) they were an integral part of their original formulation of the Fe-Cu system; (ii) they were derived from models based on experimental data; and (iii) they have been proven to be successful for equilibrium elemental and Fe-Cu phases. These terms, however, cannot be simply extrapolated in composition and temperature, because of the unknown variation of the magnetic properties of the alloy. The explicit dependence on the magnetic properties of the specific alloy has been given in Eq. (2). We are thus able to apply Eq. (2) to calculate the magnetic contributions using our measured data for magnetic properties of these metastable solutions. For the ball-milled fee solutions, we have used our measured T, values in the calculations. T, for x)60 could not be measured in our experiments because it is too far above the phasedecomposition temperature, so we estimated the values from previously obtained data (Fig. 7) . In Fig. 8 , the calculated magnetic terms have been added to the paramagnetic solution curves (dashed curves) of Fig. 4 to give the modified curves for the magnetic solid solutions (solid curves). Good agreement with the experimental data is achieved for the bee solution. For the fee phase, however, agreement is satisfactory only at near-equiatomic compositions. Considerable discrepancies still exist for Cu-rich fee solutions.
This existing discrepancy is, in fact, not surprising. We note that we do not expect a perfect match with experiments using the CALPHAD approach. This is because CALPHAD expressions, which are derived based on fitting to limited equilibrium data, are expected to introduce errors when extrapolated deeply into metastable regimes.M24 In fact, Fe and Cu have very limited solid solubility even at high temperatures (e.g., the Fe solubility in fee Cu has a maximum of about 5 at. % at 1095 "C). Although the current free-energy expressions yield a good match with equilibrium data, they become inappropriate when extrapolated deeply into metastable composition/temperature regimes using the fitting parameters derived only for narrow equilibrium regimes. Thus, the magnetic term is not the only source of error. In fact, for the Cu-rich fee solutions, the modeling of the magnetic term is unlikely to be the main source of error, since the magnetization of these solutions is relatively small to begin with. Although imperfect, the CALPHAD results are useful, as evidenced by the good agreement found for the bee phase. The observed discrepancy for the fee phase (up to 2.5 kJ/mol in the extreme cases) is also reasonable considering the errors involved in modeling. Further information regarding phase stability can also be gained in the discussion of AG in the next paragraph. While AH may adequately approximate AG at low temperatures,24 it is AG which determines the thermodynamic stability of solid phases at constant temperature. We have used the CALPHAD results discussed above to calculate AG vs x curves at 350 K (Fig. 9) to examine the relative phase stability, in particular, the fee-bee transition. As shown in this work, the thermodynamic equilibrium state, i.e., the coexistence of two terminal solid solutions, has not been established in ball-milled Fe-Cu. Instead, the system has been constrained to be single phase. We can therefore evaluate the AG functions of each phase to determine their relative stability. This point will be discussed further in the next paragraph. First, we note that the AG results provide an indication as to why, unlike for some other alloy systems, our ball milling experiments have not produced an amorphous phase. The liquid AG curve lies above those of solid phases. Even after considering free energy changes during undercooling, the free energy of an undercooled liquid, which may be used to approximate the amorphous phase, will still have a significantly more positive AG than solid solutions. Second, as in the AH case, there is no crossover of the two curves for nonmagnetic alloys (dashed curves). Therefore, no thermodynamic transition between the fee and bee phases is predicted. In other words, the fee phase would be more stable than the bee phase throughout the entire composition range. Adding the magnetic terms, based on Chuang's formulation,'9122 results in intersection of the two curves at approximately x=60 (Fig. 9) . This is close to the two-phase transition region (x=60-75) observed in experiments. The small discrepancy may be a result of error in the CALPHAD fee curve, which has been discussed in the preceding paragraph. Also, this intersection composition shifts to the Ferich side at higher temperature (the fee phase will eventually become more stable than the bee phase when the magnetic contribution disappears at higher temperatures). During ball milling, the effective temperature the powders have experienced may be somewhat higher than the value of 350 K we have estimated based on the vial temperature (about 310 K). We believe that, within our error, this intersection between the calculated AG curves is the cause for the observed fee-bee transition, and that thermodynamics determine phase formation in this system. In general, the present CALPHAD modeling and data for FeCu solid solutions, with the incorporation of magnetic contributions, are satisfactory. They agree quantitatively well with the experimental AH data for the bee phase, and semiquantitatively with the observed fee-bee transition. Further improvement is needed in the current CALPHAD data for the fee phase to match experimental data. It is also obvious that more rigorous theoretical work is needed in order to better address this complex issue of describing thermodynamic functions for a magnetic system. Finally, we note that the alloying of immiscible Fe and Cu presents a challenge to the current understanding of the ball-milling-induced alloying process, which has often been depicted as an interdiffusion reaction under kinetic constraints.25 The dominant, positive enthalpy of mixing would preclude the presence of a driving force for such an interdiffusion reaction. Yet experiments yield the formation of single-phase supersaturated solid solution without reaching equilibrium. In our recent work on Zr-Al,2~28 we have used the term "polymorphous constraints" to describe the constraints that maintain the system as a single phase without reaching a two-phase stable or metastable equilibrium. This work followed discussions by other authors of polymorphous phase diagrams and polymorphous metastable phase formation under rapid quenching and vapor deposition.' In this respect, the ball-milled Zr-Al and Fe-Cu systems share the same characteristic, both demonstrating the presence of polymorphous constraints. We have suggested that the high interfacial energy associated with a fine-structured two-phase mixture is an important factor responsible for such polymorphous constraints.26-28
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We summarize the main conclusions of this work: (1) Mechanical alloying can lead to the formation of extended solid solutions in immiscible systems such as FeCu. The Fe-Cu alloys prepared by high-energy ball milling appear to have reproducible thermodynamic and structural properties.
(2) Solid solutions in the Fe-Cu system are characterized by a large positive enthalpy of formation. Their lattice parameters exhibit rather strong positive deviation from those given by Vegard's law for an ideal solution.
(3) Mechanically alloyed Fe-Cu solid solutions are ferromagnetic, with saturation magnetization and Curie temperatures similar to those of vapor-deposited films. For the fee solutions prepared by these two techniques, differences exist in the Curie temperatures and in the lattice parameters.
(4) Current CALPHAD modeling of the thermodynamic functions of metastable Fe-Cu solid solutions, with magnetic -contributions incorporated, yields reasonable agreements with experimental determinations, in particular for the bee solid solution. Some discrepancies exist for the Cu-rich fee phase, suggesting deficiencies in the CALPHAD data.
(5) The large positive enthalpies of formation measured for the Fe-Cu solid solutions preclude the presence of a driving force for a simple isothermal interdiffusion reaction, a mechanism often invoked to explain alloying during ball milling. Polymorphous constraints prevent this system from reaching two-phase equilibrium during ball milling. Model calculations compared with experiments suggest that the observed bee-fee transition results from the relative thermodynamic stability of the two phases under polymorphous constraints.
